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LVI-13

Official Publication oi the Studwrti ef Hope Collage at Holland. Michigan

January 12, 1 9 4 4

'Quo Vadis', *44? We Interview Ralphs Pierce Will Give Recital
History is being made every second, minute, hour, day, week, month
any year of time. Only a f e u
select years, and often omy certain
days in these, may be called years
of destiny, \ e a r s in which the tide
turned us one great force struggleu
against another.
••4^" was truly such a year. Some
may not think ihe Japanese war
reached its turning point but surely
there is no doubt any more aboui
the ultimate outcome, regardlesL
of how f a r distant this outcomc
may be. "43" saw the German tide
reach its flood level and begin t t
swiftly ebb. Surely "48" and perhaps in some instances "42" ma>
go down in history with 490 B. C.,
w h e n Greek halted Persian at
Marethon; 207, when the fate oi
Carthage was sealed by the defeat
of Hasdrubal at Metaurus; 451,
when Attila, the Hun, was stopped
at Shalons; 732, when a t Tours,
Charles Martel checked the Mohammedan sweep through Europe, and
others; yeair of "testing" including events like Hastings;' the defeat of the Spanish Armada, Saratoga, Trafalgar, and Gettysburg.
Uut if "43'' was the year of destiny," then "44" certainly may be
called the year of opportunity or
perhaps the year of questionmarks.
A f t e r the victors have been determined, what they do with. theil
victory comes next. ' Whither goest
Thou * "44" ?
What will Russia do? Will her
soul ^be aetheistic or something
better? Can Stalin, a man who hat
spilt much blood, contribute to a
just peace?
Will China fit into the scheme
of things? Will she be given a
chance to fit? How about India?
Who is to control the East Indies
and Malay?

' tion and world police
where are will they be
tives of the people they
Will we have "One
*rill we have two, the
^he havenots?
" ' 4 4 ! Whither goest

In Hope Chapel Next Monday

forces? If
representapolice ?
World," or
haves and

English Majors Has

Thou?"

Meeting About Russia
English Majors continues its con-

MILESTONE

Starts

sideration of representative United
Nations literature with a meeting

Takng Class Pictures

on Russia. E. Everse will read a
^As the new year starts, the
Milestone staff is getting down to
work in earnest. The business staff.
Under Elaine Scholten, has already
secured many of the ads and is
continuing to work on them. The
literary and a r t staffs will start
their work within the week. There
are still some openings on these
staffs, and anyone interested may
see either Connie Crawford or Len
Sibley.
Taking of the class pictures
started last Saturday at Underbill's
studio. Appointments may be
secured from Picture Chairman
Evelyn Shiffner. Seniors are reminded that they must make their
own arrangements for their graduation pictures. They may select
any studio they wish, but they
must be sure to remind the studio
to submit a small print for use in
the yearbook. This may be given
to Evelyn Shiffner, and should be
in as soon as possible. Appointments for club pictures will be
made within the next few weeks
by Club Chairman Polly Naas.
The art staff is interested in
any snapshots of people or scenes
taken on campus this year. These
may be submitted to Len Sibley,
and full credit will be given in the
Milestone for any pictures used.

Will the German nation or the
German militarists be crushed, or
both? How is the great but difLast night Y.M. and Y.W. met
ficult country of J a p a n to be jointly in the basement of the
treated?
chapel for the purpose of writing
Who will be President of the letters to all former students listed
world's greatest power? Will the on the Graves Hall service boards.
American p e o p l e become more Stationery and stamps were supworld minded or will they follow plied by the organization and stuthe Chicago Tribune and become dents were permitted to select the
more narrow-minded?
names of those to whom they wrote
Will there be armies of occupa- from a list compiled by Y.W. Personal Service Chairman, Mary ^ u
Hemmes.
Devotions which opened t h e
meeting were led by Alan Staver.
All other arrangements, including
refreshments which were served,
On Monday evening, December
w e r e m a d e b y vice-presidents
27, Dr. and Mrs. Van. Zyl enterElaine Scholten and Len Sibley.
tained the Hope graduate students
The meeting followed the general
who are now specializing in chemorder of a similar one held in the
istry or studying medicine. The
library last spring in keeping with
chemistry graduates present were
the " Y " policy of keeping farmer
Phillip Waalkes and Earl De Witt
students now in the armed forces
from Ohio State University, Robert
in contact with the Alma Mater.
Ver Burg from Massachusetts State
In addition to these letter writing
College, Harvey Mulder and Gorsessions, the ANCHOR and Ydon Schroetenboer from Indiana
FORE are sent a s o f t e n a s
University, Wallace Van Liere published.
from Purdue University, anc} Edward Workman from Carnegie
Tech. The medical students were.
Robert Vegtu ftom Loyola University, William Tappan, Verne
Boersema. Lester Nienhuis, a n d
Inklings of romance blooming on
Ernest Overbeek from the UniverHope's
campus without the benesity of Michigan, Kenneth Poppen
fit
of
i
Spring
breezes prove that
from Wayne University, Robert
Dan
Cupid
has
managed to dodge
Spaulding from St. Louis Univerincendiaries
and
mines and do a
sity, and Jay Zuidema from the
bit
of
artillery
practice
on some of
University of Chicago. Guests from
the
hearts
of
the
proud
beauties
Hope College were Dr. J . Harvey
here.
Kleinheksel and Donald Visser,
There are two ways of telling
instructors, and Curtis M. Snow,
that
a girl has someone definitely
Carl Schaftenaar, Gradus Shoein
mind.
One, the open declaration
maker, and {loger Koeppe, all
of an engagement with a ring; the
chemistry majort.
Throughout the evening these other, the more subtle, the acceptguests talked over old — and new- ance of a cedar chest with which to
times; courses, profs, and schools. stock all those homey things needed
Mrs. Van Zyl served refreshments. to "set up housekeeping." And
Dr. Van Zyl's "open house" is an then there's nmking things definite
with a date,|puch as in the case of
annual affair.
Frannie Van buzer.

" Y " News

Grad. Students Are
Guests ot Van Zyl's

paper on The Life of Tschaikowski
and Len Sibley will give a survey
of Recent Russian Literature. Rose
Winstrom will sing several folk
songs.

George Claver

The meeting will be held at the

home of Mr. Henry Maentz, where
Along with the April showers, refreshments will be served.
in 1922, came George C. Claver.
(No, George, that doesn't make you
a "drip"). By the way, an interesting fact was learned during this
interview. Mr. Claver is exactly
three days older than our "esteemed" male editor.
George is all. for our Russiaan
allies. Why, his parents even went
so f a r as to give him the middle
name "Conrad"! He's six-feet tall,
weighs 170 (and trying to get it
down), has blue-gray eyes and
brown wavy locks. Mmm — what
a combination, eh, Dottie?
A major? Well, the prof's are
still wondering whether he's really
a Chem. Major, or getting ready to
take over the "wicker"^ chair,
(pardon the pun.)
"Bud"- is a member of OKE
fraternity. He insists that we use
the present tense, 'cause "the spirit
lives on." On campus he holds the
following offices; vice-pres. o f
Men's Union, vice-pres. of Student
Council, Y.M. Cabinet member,
Sec.-Treas. of Blue Key, and Book
Store Manager, and a member of
Chem. Club.
At present, his time is pretty
well occupied, what with his
studies, sleeping, work at the Mess
Hall, and, of course, Dottie. If he
ever had any spare time, he thinks
he'd like to read and "speculate"
basketball games and sleep some
more. He thinks he'd like Business as a sideline, has a capacity
for organizing, and is keenly interested in History.
v
As for the future, George is
rather dependent on J i i s ited-whiteand-blue Uncle. If a policy of'nonintervention is followed/ he will go
on to graduate school in l a b o r a tory iResearch- in Synthetics.
His opinion of the A.S.T.P.,
gained firsthand, " a nice lot of
fellows."

Mr. Pierce, a Defense Plant Worker,
On Third Mid-Western Tour; Concert
Will Be Open to Students and Public
On Monday, January 17, at 11:00 A. M. in the Hope
Memorial Chapel, Ralph Pierce will be presented in a piano
recital. ..This is his third tour of the middle west and he's
now appearing at various Michigan Colleges. The concert is
not only open to college students but the public as well.
After his concert, Mr. Pierce will be available for conference
and discussion grdups all day. "
In 1941, Mr. Pierce made his first appearance at Kimball
Hall at Chicago and mad^ hte New York debut in Town Hall.
"Youthful Genius'*
In the Los Angeles Herald-Express the following critics
report by Carl Bronson appeared:
"Ralph Pierce, youthful genius of the piano forte, astonished an audience largely composed of the musically e l e c t . . .
his averages with the best piano
virtuosos of the day were sti iking-

In . . . . Digestion
by Edna May Richards
Have you been catching up on current events during vacation?
Well, here are a few more facts to add to your already wellfilled supply ( ? ) .
The name of the man who will lead the assault against Europe
by the U.S. and Britain is Dwight David Eisenhower, allied
commander-in-chief in the west.
Sir Henry Maitland Wilson is allied commander-in-chief in the
1
Mediterranean theater.
* .
It has been estimated that $2,000,000,000 worth of movable
art property in Europe has been stolen by the Nazis. Hitler has
set up the "greatest art museum in the world" at Linz, Austria,
in honor of his mother.
A recent report on Allied war prison camps in Germany is
very encouraging. One of the most interesting developments of
the war is found here. High schools and ^Educational Universities" have been established. The idea was conceived by* the Red
Cross, Y.M.C.A. and the European Student Relief fund and was
put into operation by the Swiss and Swedes in cooperation with
the Germans.
'4'
Hundreds of textbooks were sent into Germany and excellent
instructors were recruited from the ranks of the war prisoners.
Courses covering most of the subjects taught in the average
American college or university, and also in agriculture, commerce,
industry, law, engineering and languages are available...
At one camp alone, twenty-two languages are being taught.
In another the estimated cost of the teaching Ulent, if paid,
would be more than $100,000 annually, t h e most frequent complaint of the prisoners to neutral investigators is the scarcity of
paper and exercise books and the lack of quiet places to rtudy.
The examination papers are picked up at the camps by the
observers of the protective powers with the aid of the Red
Cross and the Y.M.C.A. and taken to Switzerland where they
are forwarded to England. Here the papers are graded by experts including the Royal Society of Arts and the University of
London, and then returned to Germany. Standards for grading
these papers are the same as for other students. Records of each
examination are kept in Great Britain.
The student average, on the whole, is quite good. In illustration, of 367 prisoners who took examinations, 296 passed all subjects, 25 failed in one and 46 failed all. Considering the hardships connected with their studying this is a very good record.
However, even with this as an aid to take up their time and,
also the recreational facilities which are available to them, such
as libraries and sport equipment, there is nothing to erase their
longing f o r home. One of the most important questions these
men ask is, "How and When do we get h o m e ? ? "

Yule Abounds With,Rings and Cedar Chests

Alcor Makes Plans for
Informal Get-Together
A t a recent meeting, Alcor girls
made first plans for a party to be
held during the first week of the
new semester. I t will be just for
the Alcor girls as an informal gettogether.
The work in the Canteen is
progressing very well and proves
to be a very interesting and profitable project
Alcor waa happy to welcome
Mary Blair into its midst again and
is also looking forward to welcoming Ruth Van Bronkhorst when she
returns next semester.

"Chooch"
Yes, F r a n n i e and "Chooch"
(Lieut. George Train, stationed in
the Air Corps at El Paso, Texas)
have set the date f o r early in February. The wedding will take place
at his military station.
In the ring f l a ^ ther^ are ifotflgirls who announced engagement
over the holidays: Maxine Den
Herder, Fritz Colenbrander, Ellen
Jane Kooiker and June Pyle.
Max Den Herder Is^engatfed to
Dick Dievendorf who is a t present
a cadet studying flying a t Yale
University. No date has been set
as yet for the wedding.

ly evident. As a matter of fact,
Pierce has reached a- degree of
pliant perfection equal to that
which Paderewsky had . . . . this

•i-.j
Rings and weddings aipe' what
So. much for the sparkle of enFritz Colenbrander wouW Jike Peo- j gagement rings — there are other
pie to believe Santa..-^pft in her
ways of naming the one and only
stocking. 1 However, 4rhen pressed,
than
by that which can be seen.
Fritz admits that she received her
ring on November 16 from Pvt. Consider the possibilities of a chest,
Arnold Vermeer. She ^ad been not the kind that cuddle a cold, but
waiting until Christmas Eve to one that stores linens, etc., along
announce her engagement officially with the hopes for a successful
to her family when everyone was future.
together. Pvt. Vermeer is at Camp
Helen Wilhelm found a great big
Roberts, California, but due to the box under her Christmas tree. It
indefiniteness of this war the couple was tagged from Cadet Arthur
have not set the date Yor the church Kerle. This package wasn't an
bells to ring.
ordinary box; it was one made of
mahogany outside and lined with
Mr. Btrkema
cedar, the kind made by Lane.
"A ring f o r Ellen" is Ellen Jane "Willy's" s t a r t on filling her chest
Kooiker's Christmas theme. Hers is a nut spoon.
is from Robert Barkema who was
How to Fill
a student a t Hope last year, but
who is now engaged in the A.S.T.P.
Harriet Stegeman, however, is a
program a t Michigan State Col- good way toward filling her cedar
lege. Whether or not Ellen Jane chest which is also a Lane—of a
and Bob believe in long engage- different mode. The tradition of a
ments now .remains to be seen, but hope chest is that when it is full
they have not announced publicly the young lady owning it marries
any immediate intentions to go her intended. Could it be that
middle-aisling.
"Stegie" and "Hank" Henry van
Look a t the third finger, left Donkelaar, are interested in filling
hand of June Pyle and you can't the chest as soon as possible?
help but notice a diamond. People Henry van D. is in Chicago now . . .
in general, certainly get the idea
Jayne Smies is another of our
she's said "yes" to Virgil Janssen. coeds who is only half admitting
June says that her plans are "in- she's interested in "only one"
definite." Of course, Virgil lives in although she's storing up supplies
Zeeland . . .!
for housekeeping in a cedar chest.

a Christmas present from Wilbur
De Witt, Bill is in a navy training
school and anyone in doubt as to
the location of the "gravy" will be
directed by Jayne to Indiana.
To get closer to campus again—

young Ameri:an, Pierce holds his
future conquest of musicianship as
surely in his hands as did the great
Polish Master."
Felix Borowsky, in the Chicagj
Sun, said that he displayed a welldeveloped mastery of the keyboard.

Seven Hours a Day
The success of Mr. Pierce is a
result of seven hours of practice a
day, six days a week, for twenty
years. This excellent pianist also
attributes his success to Ethel
Leginska, whom he has been studying under.
Mr. Pierce is a draft-deferred
father and because of this is working in a defense factory while carrying on his music work.
•
o

"International Police"
'44 Debate Question
Debate is now first on the
forensic calendar. Fourteen members compose Hope's debate squad
which is readying itself for practices in view of the coming debate
season.
The number of tournaments this
year are necessarily limited by the
war,"but it is expected that the
squad will have ample opportunity
to express its opinions on the "International Police Force" question.
The first league tournament will be
held a t Michigan State College on
February 19th, sponsored by the
MISL. Other league tournaments
are quite indefinite as yet, but
many debates are certain with such
nearby colleges as
Western Michigan.

Calvin

and

The team combinations as tentatively arranged by speech coach
William Schrier are: Vivian Tardiff and Harland Steele; Eleanor
Everse a n d Harriet Stegeman;

Betty Smith and Elaine Bielefeld;
Dotty Wichers can also tell what
Wilbur Brandli and Alan Staver;
a cedar chest looks like. She reMary Aldrich and Evelyn Shiffner;
ceived a mahogany Lane from
Edith Wolbrink and Ruth Ellison;
"Bud" Claver and has the bottom
Joanne Decker and Luella Pyle.
of it covered already. For the beneo
fit of the "Frosh," who might not

Ludwig von Beethoven

know, Bud is a senior on campus;
but then so is Dotty. What was it Is German Club Theme
someone said? "June is the time
German Club will meet tonight
for graduations and . . . " ? Now under the direction of lone Strick.
what was t h a t ?
Ludwig von Beethoven furnishes
the theme. Edna May Richards will

Military Secret

Eleanor E v e n ' Christmas present
of a cedar chest was from Ted
Wisner. T. W., somewhere in the
Atlantic, has something to do with
the Navy and submarines and cargoes; - but nobody asks questions
about military secrets. Eleanor,
aisb, has started stocking he^ chest.
Now, everyone is agreed that
Christmas is a nice time to be in
when rings are circling fingers and
cedar chests are beginning to collect linens. To all the lucky girls
that have one or the other, congratulations!

read a p a p e r . The U f e " of
Beethoven, illustrated with several
records.
it

.11.

Le Cercle Francais1
Will Hay Bridge

The French Club convenes at
7:30 this evening in the Dorian
Room. Elaine Prins will lead in
group singing with Marge Emery
at the piano.
Feature of the evening will be
a bridge game played in French.

Hop« ColUg* Anchot

Hope College fliehor

Hair Pulling Malchas, No Ration Points
Leap Year Too Lata, Subways Crowded

Monocc
Rssocioled C o l e 6 d e Press

ROGER KOEPPE \ • .
MARY BLAIR
j

:

CO-EDITORS

Back to the salt mines! ^Fpr
For the
dorm girls it's a mad Scramlib\e . . .
W hat'd your man give you- for
'STAFF
When J r t h a t t f r m
Associate Editors
........Connie Crawford, Helen Wilhelm Christmas? .
Who can f a s k to
Feature Editor
—Roee Seith paper due? .
Society Editor.
Marie Jenkins my party ?
"Camp to Campus" Editor.
Evelyn Shiffner
"Major" Herk Buter and Lou
Typists
j,
.....Vivian Dykema, Jerry Uppleger
Circulation Manager
Elaine Scholten Vande Bunte got special Christmas
Assistant Business Manager
P«ggy Cross greetings. They're on 2 4 - h o u r
notice, and it's only a matter of
EDITORIAL
MANAGERIAL
day^ till they'll be donning what
Flnlaw
M. Scholten
Flehtncr
Steele
Do Woord
Timmerrntn
Uppl«c«r
the w^ll-dressed man will wear this
VanTunelen
Roma.ne
O. Koeppe
Young
CIRCULATION
season.
Bleeckor
Pyle
Decker
V. B Ikert
Saunden
Van Vleck (specially..third floor)
Van Raalte
Kile
Ellbon
C. Scholten
Jolderuna
Hemtnee
Gk>re
Strick
has the bug. But this bug is difLetnmer
B. B.Ikert
Kruagor
Van Ihtier
Burghardt
Otteman
llaekepran* .
Walbrlnk
frunt. They've all been changing
I Jonkman
Sendee
Slehert
their rooms around, under the noble
Published every two weeks during the school year by the itudenta of Hope College.
dinection of J e a n n i e Boehart's
Entered as second class matter at the post office of Holland. Michigan, at spedal rate
of postage provided for in aection 1101 of Act of Congrees. October S. HIT. and house wreckers, t. The pay-off came
authorised October If. 1918.
when Betty Timmer and Harriet
Mail subscriptions, one dollar per year.
Haines decidcKl to have a crooked
Address —The Anchor, Hope College, Holland, Michigan
room. Jeannie supervised w h i l e
Telephone 9436
they wedged the portable tloset
PRINTED AT OLD NEWS P f t U m U t Y
into a corner, formed a V with two
desks, stuck the bed diagonally out
into the middle of the room, and
As we set out in a new year and realize how rapidly the even hung the mirrors crooked. It
last twelve months have flown by, we are forced to recognize made the rest of third floor seasick
the importance of doing so many things now rather than to walk inside.
tomorrow, which may not hold the same opportipiities or Johnny Lucius sang all the way
back on the train, "There's £ohna
may be forever too late.
be a certain party at the station
Now is the time to break bad habits. The longer you put
. . . " but he didn't tell us she'd
up with them, the stronger they will grow. Perhaps you
be a cute little blonde. No wonder
continually say snippish or unkind things. Stop now, before
he's been hiding her all this time.
your tongue gets a strangle hold on you and smothers all
Spike is still wandering around
your happiness. Are you a chronical late-comer? Work now wondering if there isn't any other
to become punctual before your tardiness loses you a hard- place open.
won position. Perhaps you are a habitual bluffer, because
No wonder I had so many chapel
cuts.
My seat is mighty popular
you habitually fail to do thoroughly the work given you.
(or
populated)
with the soldiers.
All too soon your negligence may find you out.
Gabby, of Blitr kids fame, w a s
Now is the time to make the most of your college oppor- there one morning. Also in his
tunities — educational, spiritual and social. In the outside party (besides Liz) was Anna Ruth
world these will not likely come your way again. Now is the Poppen and "that tall man that betime to turn over a new leaf and to assume the small re- longs to her" — Kenny Wiersma.
sponsibilities which must always precede the biggest and Mil Vander Linden a n d Happy
Maatman e a c h brought a Hope
grandest.
ASTPer along.
Now is the time for kindness and thoughtfulness, for L i t t l e Jeannie-with-the-lightfriendship and service. Tomorrow you may be too busy to brown-hair Mason and Janey Macwrite that letter you have owed so long, too ill to pay a visit Donald are coming for a visit some
to that sweet old lady who has been so kind to you. Your time in February.
All the old Mills crowd got their
friends may never know how much you love and appreciate
furloughs at the same time. Jay
them, your father may never realize how much you really Volkers and Bob Snow from N.Y.U.,
admire him, and your mother may never realize how grate- and Bob Nyboer from St. Mary's
ful you are for everything she does for you if you don't tell College, California. Paul Hinkamp
them now. And you may never have the chance to do those was around, too. Incidentally he's
little things for others if you do not do them now. Oppor- been cooking with Spike on his
front burner.
tunitv often knocks but once.
L. P.
Willy Wilhelm got a call from
Art t'other day saying he'd be in
Chicago foi' about 10 hours. Wil'n
grabbed her hat and off she went
It must have been wonderful cuz
January 5th, 1944.
she came back looking like she
Mr. Roger Koeppe
hadn't slept for weeks.
Co-Editor of the Anchor,
Seems the Commons room is a
Dear Roger:
popular place these days. Ah yes.
We all rejoice in the wonderful manner in which the Y Mission When it's cold and snowy outside,
Drive went over on December 7th, 1943. But when the Anchor states it's nlc^ (o sit in soft leather chairs
that the $731 pledged on that occasion represents an M all-time high" and listen to the radio.
for this drive, I am afraid it overstepped the bounds of accuracy.
Janey Waldbillig came back with
A brief perusal of the files of the Anchor brings to light the follow- a glint in her eye and a torch in
ing information, in the issues listed:
her hand. She thinks doctors are
May 25th, 1921
$ 855.00
wonhh-derful. Oh yes, she has
May 30th, 1923
$1010.00
someone definite in mind.
May 20th, 1925
$1145.00 — later increased to $1230.00
Libby Romaine had an idea! setMay 19th, 1926
$1005.00
up. Her week-ends were full —
May 25th, 1927
quote—"did not quite reach the goal of $1500.00" full of Bob Snow and fun in N. Y.,
It would make interesting reading if some one on your staff would and when she came back Bob came
look up the history of the origin of this movement and tell about how along. Nice, huh? Libby thought
scores of students pledged one hundred dollars each f o r the cause — so.
and paid it, too.
•
Elaine Scholten and Ev Shiffner
My reasons for mentioning this matter are two in number. In the
first place I think we should be fair to the past and to the missionaryminded alumni who did big things f o r missions in the years that are
gone. In the second place I think the above mentioned list, (and the
list is f a r from complete) ought to be an inspiration to the stndents of
The Tailor
the present and future.
. .•
It will always be a pleasure to me to do my personal part in the
W / j W « t Mi S W
Mission Drive, and I wish to congratulate the Y on the fact that the
last drive brought in the largest amount since the drive was resumed
after the depression.
With kindest regards, I remain.
Yours very truly,
»
All K i n d s of
Paul E. Hinkanp

Melba L. Dings.

BuaineM Manager

came back to school the hard way.
They left New Brunswick Sunday
night, missed a half a do<.en connections and didn't get to Holland
till Tuesday morning, i^ice goin
gals!
Peggy Cross and Frank Allen
have Joined the clique that drape
the Van Vleck furniture regularly.
Jan Bogart had a plenty wonderful vacation at De Vett's in Muskegon. Of course Russ was there
— 'nuff fun to last till the next
time.
Scotty Scott, Mac Mackepraftg,
and Parsy Parsons had fqin, too.
They stayed here to take care of
the army. It was profitable in
every direction, reports sa. Elcie's
mom was hetje a while, and after
that she dashed down to an officers'
ball in Ohio.
It's hail and farewell to Jo Fits
who is forsaking the deah ole Alma
Mater for nurse's training next
semester.
. Bye now. Here I go to see if
there's any other place open. •

Frankly, I can't see why that
guy . liked "New York in June" . . .
M i k e it any time and all the time.
Whatta vacation, whatta vacation,
man oh man . . . pardon me, I
mean men. They were all over the
place . . . oh happy day! Or was
it? There were just as many girls
as fellows and I really had a terrific time . . . hair-pulling matches,
e t c . . . . I wish Christmas had been
in Leap Year . . . It was o n l y H
matter of days, but nobody would
consider that in my case. And at
that Christmas party I'll bet I
stood under that mistletoe at least
sixty times, but I got no place f a s t
and how!!
By the time New Year's Eve
came I'd used up all of Pop's gas
coupons. I went out and looked
over the subway situation, but it
was pretty awful . . . people hanging out the windows and ventilators. So we • stayed home . . .
Sammy and I (Sammy's my little
brother). Mom and Pop w e r e
spending the week-end in Newark
so we had the house all to ourselves. You oughta try having a
house air to yourself sometime on
New Year's Eve. It gets pretty

Ring In The New!

Letter To The Editor

NICK DYKEMA

Ben Van Lenta
INSURANCE

We Stand Corrected

177 College Avenue

Hard as it is to admit mistakes, the editors appreciate criticism
such as this. We should have said that this year's total was the highest since the renewal of the drive. We cannot help but doubt that
scores of students pledged $100 each. If that were the case, many
students must not have pledged at all.
It is too bad that other critics of the ANCHOR are not so straight
forward as this. We refer in particular to the idle gossip that has been
circulating around the campus to the effect that the ANCHOR is
discriminating against the army fellows on the campus. Nothing could
be farther from the truth.
Immediately after the arrival of the A.S.T.P. contingent the editors
contacted a t least ten fellows interested in writing f o r the ANCHOR
and offered them one full page. Apparently their studies have prevented them from accepting this. However, the offer still holds. If
any civilian still thinks the army is being intentionally slighted, we
suggest he bring his grievances directly to the editors, either by word
of mouth or letter. We really appreciate constructive criticism.
TW Editors

^
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All About Party Plans or, "By That
Time I Was in Bed With a 'Bug' "
• Friday night and here we sit in the back row at society meetings—as
usual. Having exchanged the latest dorm news for the most recent
iown gossip, we are reasonably quiet Surprising, hey? Yippee!!
Myrt! Did you hear that? We're gonna have our winter formal. Boy.
I sure wish >1 could take Johnny — but I doubt if even a cable would
reach him on time. Maybe he couldn't make it anyway. You know
who's here that I would like to take don'tcha? Says Myrt to me, why
not? She's kidding, of course. I hear he has a girl. But she doesn't
go to Hope, so what's stopping me? Nothing but a handsome hunka
humanity over a t Zwemer Hall — or is he at the Emmie House? He
hasn't been dating, though. He, among others, is probably remaining
true to a girl at home. Don't they know that all work and no play
makes jack and lots of it, but not so in the Army. I admire a fellow
like that, though. Hmmmm — wonder what phoning hours are at
the barracks!

monotonous.
From nine to ten we sat a t the
living room window and watched
the people going home that hadn't
been able to get a taxi or a subway. One couple argued for three
blocks (I know, I followed 'em)
about which one had forgotten to
order a taxi early. By that time
I was in front of Clarabelle's house,
(Clarabelle's my girl-friend). I
suddenly remembered she'd invited
me to a party. Boy, did I feel
good . . . I tore across the street
and rang the bell. Clarabelle let
me in, and . . . well, I didn't know
she'd meant a stag party. When I
saw girls and only girls, I left
early. In fact, I left very early
. . . about thirty seconds a f t e r 1
walked in the door.
When I got back home Sammy
had the radio g o i n g . . . W e
listened to Frank Sinatra and just
to celebrate I yelled with the rest
of them. And when I yell, I really
make with the noise. This time it
brought good results (for a change
— usually when I yell like that,
Pop escorts me to the woodshed.
I figured I was safe on account of
him and Mom being in Newark)
. . . Anyhow two cops walking by
came in to see what was going on
and stayed to celebrate with us.
One of them beat a hole in my
mother's new dish-pan. I gave it
to her for Christmas, but she hadn't
liked the idea very well anyway,
so I guess it doesn't matter . . .
and neither does this any more . . .
Goodbye
P. S. Stop cheering for that last
word . . .

Did You Say Something?
Huh? Somebody say something to me? Keep it low, keep it low
says a voice to the — If you'ld keep quiet maybe you'Id know the
score — I repeat General party chairman is Susie Cewe. That's me.
Oh, honest, I'm swamped. • Term paper, letters, studying, exams and
a — a social life. But for the honor of Dosibdeltheflor, I'll do it! What
am I saying? Sure, sure, I've got loads of ideas, it says here.
Time — a few days later — place — the same old rut — in a mess.
I call a big pow-wow of committees — but I didn't expect I'd need
war paint, too, yet. Holly's in the infirmary again. The mail table
was too f a r from third floor southeast or west. Then Harlene caught
the "bug", too. But I sorta kinda think the rest were on maneuvers —
Isn't that an Army term ? Gripe, gripe. I get sick of i t Bright spot
number one. lone comes through with a corker of an idea — then
there's a right to the jaw — a left to the nose —- Great fight, Ma, but
I won — The party's formal. Now we're really making time. Program
committee meeting is in session. An hour late, in comes Penny. Why
ACCIDENT INSURANCE FOR
can't she wait until later to see whether or not she got any mail. And
HOPE COLLEGE STUDENTS
speaking of getting male, Melba got some — in person. So no meeting
Holland State Bank Bldg.
for her. What a life. Here I thought Jan was designing programs,
but she sat next to Jinks a t dinner, and Jinks talked so much that
Jan sat there holding the food f o r ages before Jinks came to — and
now Jan has a sprained wrist. I t was rather a heavy meal — no
wonder. I should have known- better than to expect to get anything
Try Our Use d DeUdous
done over the week-end — Claire went home and all that got done on
BAIED GOODS
the music number was some worrying by Bunny. Next case. Pinks'
Phone 2542
brother came home on ferloaf. That left Libby to struggle with the
" H a f e f * Prntry C m * ar*
printer who just wouldn't get the invitations out. So they finally came
through a t the last minute and the Hibmas were supposed to address
them — but interference from the homefront What a time for spring
house cleaning. About now I'm getting all worn out, and so was
Louise r- she's home with the "bug" and Bob's home with Eejay..
Can't we ever get together? There's enough worrying to do about the
party without Vada worrying whether or not shelly get an acceptance
to paste in her scrap book — She's about ready to paste him by now.

I. H . M A R S I U E

French Pastry Shop

GET YOUR

t
No Manpower!
{
Comes the day of decorating, and Velma has to work, Blair's busy
on ANCHOR until late, and here we are. If it weren't f o r Nellie Mae,
we'd be sunk. Tall girls are right handy since none of the engaged
girls have their men here to help. Casualty number one — Joldy fell
off the step ladder, but she's doing nicely and will assure you that's
why she hung On to her date so tightly. Then Jerry got a honey of a
shock trying to fix the lighting. But, now—, the ordeals over. And the
party — gee, it Was wonderful — everything went so smoothly — so
they say anyhow.- By that time I was in bed with the "bug".
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School HouitFoaturtt
Serotit Formal Party
THESAURIAN

SIBYLUNE

The Thesaurian Society elected
Friday night, January 7, the
new officers a t their meeting Fri- Siba gathered in the Sib room f o r
day night, January 7. They are as the ftret meeting of the New Year,
follows:
| The regular business meeting was
President
Marilyn Zandstra | conducted by the new President,
Vice-President....Betty Jane Smith Mary Blair.
Secretary
lone Stride | Rose Seith conducted bie group
Treasurer
Marjprie Koopman | on a .tour through New York on
After the program,:an impromp-1 N e w Yearns Eve. F i r s t t h e y
tu ameteur show was given with' stopped at the Marble Collegiate
Mary Young acting aa Mistress of Church on Fifth Avfenue, where
Ceremonies. Among the performers | t h e y m enUlly slipped on to the
was Nellie Mae Ritsffla, who played w f t plush cushions in the silence
a delightful piano solo. Next Ruth o f t h a t beautiful church for the
Ann Poppen, accompanied by Helen Midnight Watch Service — Vivian
Bleeker, s a n g . "Who Is Sylvia". Dykema read devotions. The next
Millie Burghanit and Pauline Van j P « r t 9f the program took them to
Eerden tap-4anced, accompanied by t h e Saint Mority where Irene ManMarian Mastenbrook. A quartette,' n*n® (Mil Vander Linden) sang
composed of the Misses Scott,, "L'Amour, Toujours L'Amour", acFitx, Dame, and Vander Wege, companied by Mae Vander Linden,
was next on the program. Betty | F r o m nere, the next stop was HunJane Smith then gave a delightful | ^
College, whertT there was a
b
rendition of "Billie Boy". Audrey , ^ 0 T t h u m o r
y P F C - G®"6"
v eve
Scott and Josephine Fitz gave their '
Boshart, WAVE Marion
inimitable rendition of "The Old R e u 8 ; t h e n . CO Happy Maatman
Saw Song" with sound effects, entered, adding the serious touch.
of New York
Betty Timmer . then recited "En- N o
would be
tertaining Sisjtef's Beau". The complete without casting your eyes
judges, Lois Koopman and Jean "P™
Sinatra; /uid strangely
Vander Wege, decided that the first, e n o u 8 : h t h e N e w Y o r k Theatre,
place went to Miss Smith and | w h e r e h e i 8 appearing, popped up
second place to Miss Scott and I n e x t * With a turn of the button
Miss Fitz.
the real thing was heard while
' appropriate sound effects were
0
emitted from the audience. After
DELPHI
j the show, everyone stepped out
Delphi sisters rang in the New o n t o the Gay White Way and heard
Year at the regular meeting Friday the Times Square Clock strike
night, January 7. After the busi- twelve. Humor was provided at
ness meeting, the literary portion this point by Milly Lankheet, Carol
of the evening was turned over Kile and Helga Sawitzky. All
to June Pyle and Rose Winstrom. agreed it had been a very enjoyable
Clever programs, in the shape of and full New Year's Eve.
bells made up in Delphi's traditional bue and gold were distributed.
j
,
Penny Deweerd led devotions,
with a reading of the 91st Psalm,
followed by a prayer.
Velma Glewen gave an inspiring serious paper which dealt with
New Year's resolutions.
Betty Van Lente, at the piano,
rendered Star Dust, followed by
Dona Mulder's humor paper which
made Ye Olde Delphi Room ring
with laughter.
The meeting closed with the
singing of the Delphi Song.
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AMERICAN HEROES

The school bells tolled and Sorosites and their guests answered the
roll call a t the little red school
DORIAN
l ! ? house. Midst slates, books, chalk,
"Are you keeping those ^ e w and crayons, each took his place in
Year's resolutions you made Janu- the Tulip Room of the Warm
t
ary 1, 1944?" was the question Friend Tavern at-1 seven o'clock
• ••e1
over which Dorians pondered Fri- Saturday evening.
day n i g h t Ruth Probst gave her
Sorosite president Ellen Jane
Dorian sisters a boost ( ? ) in this Kooiker presided and called on
direction with her humor paper in Sorosite Mary Lou Hemmes to
which she devulged the secret re- open with prayer.
solutions of some of the members
N
Following the dinner the stage
of the sorority. The paper was was set for the program which
appropriately entitled "New Year's took place in the classroom. Nat
Resolutions or Practice What You Bosnian, the stern school marm,
Preach." Frieda Grote started the took her hickory stick in hand and
New Year right by singing "My called the class to order. The day
Heart Tells Me" and "Will I Re- started with the singing of the
member". Devotions were read by traditional song, "Good Morning to
vice-president, Evelyn Shiffner. The You" by all the students. Arithprogram was followed by a meet- metic class, history • class, then
ing in which plans for the forth- Dorothy Wichers came in late'and
coming sorority party were dis- before the teacher could chide,
cussed. After the meeting was ad- sang "An Apple for the Teacher".
U'ilh every superior officer on the cruiier Sen Francisco either
killed or wounded during the battle of Savo Island, Comdr. Herbert E.
journed, the group formed the
Following this .the jive kids,
Schouland, who wai^ stationed below as damage control officer, sent
friendship circle and renewed old Bobbie and Ginny Bilkert, sang
word lo the officer on ihe bridge to take charge, ending tersely, "I'm
ties by singing the Dorian Song. "Sippin Cider Through A Straw"
loo damned busy doifn here fighting fire and water."
We fight beside our Navy heroes if we keep busy buying War Bonds.
to the accompaniment of the rest
V
S O R O S I S
of the scholars.
•
•%
Sorosis held a short business
English class then convened and
meeting conducted by prexy E. J . Mary Liz Aldrich represented the
Kooiker. Chairman Milly Scholten genii , by quoting "Little Orphan
gave a report about the party and Annie".
. ' j, .
.
final plans were discussed.
The entire class room then collaThe pledges read amorous poetry borated and gave modern versions
concerning their dates for the of the well-known nursery rhymes.
The first ^meeting of the Men'a
Guests a t Delta Phi's annual
party and each one gratefully re- The program adjourned with the Union fof~'IM4 was held in the winter formal party, which will be
ceived her necessary treatment entire group singing • "School "delicately'-appointed" Union Room held-at the Warm Friend Tavern
competently applied by the upper- Days", and then the school bell
on Saturday evening, January 15,
of Van Raalte on Friday night,
classmen.
will find themselves transported in
sounded ending another day.
January 7. After President Har- spirit if not in body to another
The party chairman was Mildred
Scholten. Program chairmen were land Steele called the meeting to world; it will be a world where
Fritzi Yonkman and Ellen Jane order, A1 Rezelman opened with there are no books, term-papers,
Kooiker, assisted by Janet Bogart a short prayer. The serious paper final exams, etc.
and Rosanna Atkins; Bids, Maxine for the evening was in charge of
The committees for the party
which is under the general chairDen Herder and Norma Lemmer;
Hortense galloped with frisky D e c o r a t i o n s , Phyllis Pelgrim, Sam Pickens, who told the rest of manship of Dottie Wendt are as
glee up the snowy incline as her Merrie Hadden and Natalie Bos- the members about "The Japanese follows: Program committee: Irene
slds, balanced dangerously on one man; Dinner, Lois Mary Hinkamp. Army." His talk c o v e r e d the Lundie, chairman; Jeanne Timmercomplaining shoulder clipped the
Mrs. Peter Prins and Mrs. Curtis Japanese soldier as an individual man, Dona Mulder, Velma Glewen,
air like a giant scissors. Upon Snow chaperoned the party.
as well as the various types of Mike Brouwer, and Mary Lois Deg a i n i n g sufficient altitude, she
Fouw. Decoration committee: Joyce
Sorosites and their guests insettled her weary self on a puff of clude Mary Elizabeth A l d r i c h j weapons used by the Japs. Then Van Oss and Elaine Prins, cosnow and permitted her lungs to Robert Van Dis; Dorothy Atkins, came group-singing, which is syn- chairmen; Jerry Uppleger, J e a n ,
murmur indignantly a b o u t t h e Shidelholz; Rosanna Atkins, Dell onomous with. Bill Brandli. and Caan, Phyl Van Lente, and Elaine
rigors of the climb. Suddenly she Boersma; Joan Beveridge, Cal Kon- Johnnie Mooi (BUI said be ^was a Meeusen. Invitations are in charge
noticed that one ski was slipping ing; Elaine Bielefeld, C h a r l e s
little "hoarse", but we didn't hear of Joan Droppers.
slyly downhill. She sprang up to I Dykema; Barbara Bilkert, Robert
Daughters of the Blue and Gold
retrieve the runaway. The remain- Gleason; Virginia Bilkert, Charles a whinny out of him all night). announce their guests as follows:
ing ski regarded this action as the Duff; E s t h e r Bogart, Charles Next on the program came a knock
Marge Emery, Private R o y
cue for a take-off and it froliced Bailey; Janet Bogart, Kenneth De on the door, which George Claver Berry; Betty Van Lente, Private
off in pursuit of its companion. By Groot; Natalie Bosman, Robert investigated and found to be two George Smith; Jeanne Timmerman,
negotiating a superhuman flying Chard; Maxine Den Herder, Mur- girls. As they entered, the polite Private John Tinker; Dona Mulder,
tackle, she rescued the last offender ray Snow; Betty De Vries, Harold upperclassmen immediately "stood Private Paul Myers; Elaine Prins,
and enough earth to inspire Hitler's Buter; Doris Frederick, John Tin- at attention"; but the frosh were so Private Dale Wares; Mary Lois
conquering genius. Poor Hortense ker; Marge F r i e s e m a , Allan thrilled, they were glued to their DeFouw, Private James Mansfield;
then got up with exaggerated dig- Staveer; Merrie Hadden, Ray Van seats. Some of the boys thought Boots McCann, Private Richard
nity and walked deliberately to the Ommen; Mary Lou Memmes, Boy it was a surprise joint-meeting, but Windsor; J a n e Fichtner, Brace
snow , bank where the other fugi- Berry; Eleanor Holleman, Rufus they were more surprised when Mikula; Peggy C r o s s , Private
tive sat grinning wickedly at her. Dowdy; Lois H o s p e r s , Owen vocalist Frieda Grote and her ac- Frank Allen; Connie Crawford,
Finally, she reached the top of Koeppe; Ellen Jane Kooiker, Robert companist, Marion Vande Bunte, Lieutenant Milton Verburg; Marge
the hill once again. When she had Barkema; Norma Lemmer, William were introduced as the evening's Gysbers, Private J a y T e a s d e 1;
finished strapping the twin demons Tappan; Elsie Parsons, Donald F. special entertainers. Frieda rend- Irene Boer, Private Douglas Pritchto her soggy ski boots, she stood Blase; Phyllis Pelgrim, Morris ered two numbers — "Sweetheart" ard; Phyllis Van Lente, Private
"La Golohdrina" — but the Donald Storms; Lois Baden, Private
up masterfully and gazed before Tardiff; Roberta Roozen, James 'and
i
her. At that moment, her stomach Welch; Mildred Scholten, William boys clapped her back for "Stars Frank Beavers; Marie Steketee,
went into a tailspin. What she Westrate; Vivian Tardiff, Everett in My Eyes". The sabject of the Private Charles Bigger; I r e n e
had supposed to be a mild slope Woodworth; Betty Van Dyke, Er- evening's humor paper was unique, Lundie, A. S. Alfred Rypstra;
now assumed the appearance of a nest Post; Marilyn Van Dyke, Ray to say the least. Claver gave a Anna Ruth Poppen, Pfc. Kenneth
perpendicular precipice. S i n c e Helder; Lois Vander Schel, Warren very complete reading on the "un- Wiersma; Eleanor Everse, A. S.
cautious little Hortense had no Shaw; Fritzi Yonkman, Charles speakables". Del Vander H a a r Kenneth DeGroot; Eleanor Mulder,
suicidal intentions, she started to Van Zylen; D o r o t h y Wichers, closed the literary portion of the Private Sam Dudley; June Pyle,
meeting with the master critic's Virgil Janssen; Muriel Mackekick off her skis. However, at that George Claver.
report.
^ "V
moment a lively little gremlin must
prang, Private Robert Case; Myra
Plans were also laid during the Brouwer, Bill Klaver; Gayle Koop,
have applied a husky push because she started slipping down- Macabre. Finally, she unpretzled evening for the Men's Union party. Private William Fanney; Lucille
ward.
herself and after a moment of This party .wjll be formal and will Voss, Private Dudley Smith; Rose
be held on Friday, January 28, in Winstrom, Private Charles Duff;
She stood up bravely and barked,
starry breathlessness, swished to a
the W a r m Friend Tavern. Various Jean Caan, Private Charles Bailey;
"Track," at the vast, uninhabited
regions before her. Then she bent miraculous stop. As she slowly committees have been appointed Joan Droppers, P r i v a t e Bill
her knees into a knotty curve t h a t dismounted from her f a i t h f u l and are now preparing for the Russell; Joyce Van Oss, Private
only a novice could achieve. With charges, a stirred-up eggbeater event.
Dale Van Lente.
much flapping of arms, she started feeling descended upon her and she
off on her first solo fligbt, looking chortled, "Quel fun! Quel taill!
like a personification of the Danse Quel sport!!"

Men's Union Hears Warm Friend to Be
About Jap Army Scene of Formal
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Jesperson
Sgt. Helge J e B p e r s o n , better
known to us as "Jesse," just arrived
in England with the Army. He
says, "The girls over here aren't
bod, but 111 still take the girls in
the States, especially in the state
oi Michigan." •
Bob Holleman passed the Array
Air Corps tests with flying colors,
and is now an Air Cadet at Shepherd Field, Texas. After taking
various tests, he will be classified
perhaps as a Bombadier, or perhaps
as a Pilot. He enlisted in the Air
Corps to get out of Texas, but was
transferred from one Camp to another in the same state. However,
Shepherd Field is better, in fact,
it is quite a nice place, although
the Air Corps and the studying it
involves is tough!
Cavanaugh
From Great Lakes, 111., comes
news of Ensign Robert W. Cavanaugh, USNR, where hie has completed his naval training. At present the former Music Professor
anJ prominent soloist, is stationed
at the U. S. Naval Armed Guard
Center, New Orleans, La., awaiting
assignment as commander of the
Navy gun crew aboard an American merchant ship, Eighth Naval
District Headquarters announced
He will be responsible for the
safety of his vessel against enemy
air, surface, or submarine attack.
Robert Geldart won his Navy
"Wings of Gold" and was commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the
Marine Corps Reserve, following
completion of the prescribed flight
training course at the Naval Air
Training Center, Pensacola, Flor-

TEACHING NAVY
-tv

i m

da, the "Annapolis of the Air." is located about ten miles from the
Having been designated a Naval town; in fact, it is just stuck out
in the middle of the woods someAviator, Lt. Geldart w i l l go on
place. There are only three hunactive duty at one of the Navy's dred of them there, including some
air operational training centers be- WAVES. Aerography school is the
fore being assigned to a combat toughest in the Navy, the course
zone.
is three months of classes all day,
and studying all night. What hapVanhuisen
pens when three months are up is
William Vanhuisen is now enroll- d military secret.
ed as an aviation cadet in the PreDanhof Ynteraa, 81/C A.R.M.,
f l i g h t School for Pilots at Max- says, "Well 1 got down here (Jackwell Field, Alabama, an installation sonville, Fla.) okay, and things are
of the Array Air Forces Training rolling along just swell. Boy, 1 love
Command. Here the cadets are re- to watch the planes comes and go.
ceiving nine weeks of intensive 1 wish 1 could paint, so 1 could put
military, physical a n d academic ray thoughts of thera down in color.
preparatory to beginning t h e i r The " V they make on the takeactual flight instruction at one of off from the water, and how they
the many primary flying schools in just Mrt of glide along! Golly, it
the Array Air Forces Eastern Fly- takes your breath away to think
ing Training Command.
that man, with o n l y ten little
Cpl. Len Dick and Betty Ten fingers, could build such a perfect
Hove were married on December eaglet, which flies even smoother
^3, at the Avon Park Chapel. Len than God made birds."
is in the Array Air Corps Ground
Lumsden
Crew, where they work eight hours
a day, every day.
George Lumsden heads his letter,
"Out-of-this-world and you know
Midavaine
where." About his day in Virginia,
Bill Midavaine is at Yale Uni- "In Norfolk nobody salutes nobody.
versity in the Air Corps, eating to Rear-Admirals have to push and
the music of Capt. Glenn Miller's shove with apprentice seamen and
band . . . Bill Reay has been classi- about the only concession a man
.ied as a Pilot in San Antonio, will make to a lady ( ? ) is to give
Texas . . . Keith Soderberg is study- his standing space to her when he
ing at Columbia University to be races for a nearby seat.
i Midshipman . . . Ray Otteman is
"This is also unique in that we
at Basic Flight School in Bain- are flooded with Pre-midshipmen
bridge, Georgia.
who, when boarding ship, don't ask
A/C Tony Kempker has been the officer of the deck 'Permission
classified as a Bombadier, at San to come aboard. Sir,' but come up
Ontonio, California. He had been the plank and yell, 4Kin I git on
attending Ounchita C o l l e g e at your boat?' Next week we all go
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, where he to Columbia U. for Mid-Shipman
received his Pre-Flight training.
school.
"Any time you want a rest join
Kraai
the Navy and come to 'Pre-mid'
S2/C V e r n e Kraai, USN, is School, 4F-V-12. This should stump
attending Aerography School at the Math department!"
Lakehurst, New Jersey, w h i e^h
Braddock
amounts to a depot and about thre^
stores — quite a place! The school
From Jim Braddock we hear, "At
the present time we're here in
Africa for how long no one knows.
I'm our company buglar, a job that
brings a fella many enemies and
a fftw friends, but I enjoy my work
even though I'm not a 'Harry
James (plug). I just received my
first copy of the 'Anchor' and it
sure is great. It brought back so
many joyful days spent at Hope.
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fe^WAVES

SALE

ELECTRICAL?

DRESSES
SKIRTS
COATS
HATS

That's Our Business

De Fouw's
Electric Shop
DU

SAAR

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP
10 EAST EIGHTH STREET

Finding a seat is an art I
haven't yet accomplished. The tour
of the cars is an ordeal Lady Esther
couldn't go thru with poise. I went
down aisle a f t e r aisle banging out
"trunk boogie" with my suitcases
and at the same time trying to
outstare people who gave me the
once over twice.

SPORTS

NEWS FLASHES

Well, here I is back on Hope's way to Buffalo where "Mr. Big"
well-worn campus and everything left me.
Sleep on trains is something peois just the same, but '43 is a thing
ple do with their mouths open, but
of the past and '44 is still green 1 didn't even get that far. A f t e r 1
on my papers. V a c a t i o n is a had tried every position I coula
smouldering memory but the t r i p ; concoct, the porter brought a pilback is still a nightmare.
low which I immediately sat on.
That gave me the most relief. Aftei
Have you ever spent one hectic the pillow got tired 1 sat on m>
nite in one of those steel pent- feet, put the pillow next to the
houses? They are more crowded window, did a U-turn and prayec
than park benches in Washington.
silently that Morpheus would take
Have you ever sat for almost 24 me. When I woke up a few hours
lours in one of those perpetual later I was sure rigor mortis haa
jerk-joints resting — but hardly —
set in, but on straightening my
on your ilium ? After the first
legs I decided it was only arthritis.
lour you feel like a malted milkThe rest of the trip consisted of
shake slowly turning into chocolate
minor explosions like the time the
buttermilk and you wish like heck
porter wanted my pillow back. My
you were only a nickle coke —
seat was so hard that even the stars
with ice.
I saw, saw stars.
Long, and at last, the worthy
Luggage is the worst problem.
It's really an a r t to get on the conductor bellowed out in words
train gracefully when you look soft and mellow, "Holland station;
like Santa Glaus and one of Grand All out for Hope College!" So 1
Central's • pre-war porters com- grabbed my small suitcase, my
bined. But finally me and my small large suitcase, my medium sized
suitcase, my large suitcase, my hat box, my fall, winter, spring,
medium-sized hat box, my fall, best, worst, and rain coat and
winter, spring, best, worst and rain arranged them according to plan,
coat got on the train. A f t e r try- left the stuffy coach, grunted a last
ing such things as carrying suit- goodbye to the conductor and here
cases on my head or strapped on I am. Still suffering from the
my back, I decided the best thing effects of the trip, I wrote in m j
to do would be to carry a bag in diary last night: "Dear Diary
each hand, the coats under one Next Christmas vacation reminc
arm, the hatbox under the other me to take a feather-stuffed pillow
and my purse in my teeth. The along, all my own, in place of thi
latter made it quite impossible for medium-sized hat box."
me to converse with anyone except
by grunts and groans and eye
rolling.

by
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— Any of you "Josey" Colleges
want to go ice-skating? ' Bang
yourselves down to 19th st. anytime — free for nothing! Take
your date down there sometime.
Even though he's from the south
he can learn — the hard way.
— All freshmen are taking up the
a r t of Chinese basketball in gym
classes — see Mme. Chiang. Inside
info says it's something to do with
girls lying on their backs and
keeping a big ball in the air a la
pieds — sounds sharp!!! (Rather
hard on the back bone isn't it,
girls ?)
— Guys aren't the only ones that
can play ping-pong (it says here).
J u s t to prove it, a tournament is
going to start between the girls,
a f t e r exams. Who wants to challenge the winner?
— The volleyball's being smacked
around for another two-weeks —
one before and one a f t e r exams
(who ever heard of mentioning
those in a sports review ?)
— The big deal just out this week
is on the bowling tournaments —
they last for three months and
everyone can try. It starts the
14th from one to four only. Two
lines a week per femme and it
only costs her 20c. Good ole W.A.A.
pays 24c. The pins are knocked
over (if you can do it) at Lievensee's.
ALL OUT FOR EVERYTHING!

The Kibitzer

•
•

•

•

by Owen Ke«ppc

1944! The American sports world is now in its third year of war.
Sports this year, will undoubtedly be of lower quality than in 1943.
More and more athletes are being inducted into the armed forces.
Transportation is becoming increasingly difficult; but, as yet, not a
single sport has been completely dropped. Let us speculate as to what
'44 has in store for us.
The Basketball season is already in full swing. Such teams as St.
I finally collapsed into a halfempty seat. I say half-empty be- Johns are lucky enough to have a team of veterans. Western State,
cause when I had barely squeezed under a great coach. Buck Reed, has a team and schedule capable of
in, 1 f o u n d out t h a t previous bringing it national honors. Chicago won its first game since Pearl
arrangements had been made for
Harbor. Basketball requires very little equipment and will certainly
its occupancy. Mr. 10' x 12' sitting
outlast
the war.
next to me found it hard to fit into
Next
summer Major League Baseball will be played as usual. Practhe 7' x 7' place allotted him and
tically
all
of the big names will be gone. All teams will be poorer so
put the other 3' x 5' of him in my
we
will
not
notice much difference. Competition will be just as keen,
seat. I did the side bend all the
and there will always be a World Series. ("Thanks to the Yanks.")
Golf is a big question mark. The three biggest national tournaments
have been cut out. Stars like Ben Hogan and Sam Sneed have been
inducted. But there are lots of good golfers left. Byron Nelson, for
instance. We just hope that promoters who are trying to revive the
National Open, etc., will succeed.
People are always in a hurry so Track will never die. Despite the
war, track records keep falling every year. No wonder, with Gunder,
and don't forget Gill Dodds, that fast Sem student from Boston.
Football should remain in the sports curriculum, but of course, the
caliber of the teams will lower. "44" should see better competition than
"43" however, because, except for Army and Navy, there won't be
many powerhouses to clean up on the 17-year-old kids.
The Pro League should continue with depleted ranks. Sammy Baugh
and Don Hutson, if he decides to play "one" more year, will continue
to give the "money" league plenty of glamor.
Hocky, Tennis, and Boxing will all continue on a deflated program.
The fact that America can carry on a sports program during the war
is clear evidence that we have something on most other nations of the
world.
Flash!!! All escaped members of gym class are advised from official
quarters that Jack is again checking roll!

"HOLLAND FURNACES

leam's Shop

Make Warm Friend*"
World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and

Eighth at Central

Air Conditioning Systems

Kodab and Kodak Finiihing,
Framing and Gifts
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

GIRLS'

WARM FRIENDS

Just Received:—

of Hope ColUge

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
Headquarters for . . . .
... ROBLEE, AIR-STEP
AND BUSTER BROWN
SHOES

S PAULDING'S
SHOE

STORE

LARGE SHIPMENT OF

AS OUR NEIGHBORS

e

Ladies Stadium Boots
All Sizes and Colors
JUST THE THING FOR WINTER WEAR

P . S . Boter & Co.

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES. I N C .
MAKERS OF

"(Ml (III''
TWO-PliCER IN

100% Shetland Wool

Attention... Hope Students!

Nr iHm* hXy, bvty d f t , ym

Have Yon Ever Tried Our Economy Fluffed Dry
Service at 10c per Pound?

drmt. k HeU* Mi taiWarf liiw* —

THE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS

Fof That Satisfied Feeling
Try a Sandwich or a
Complete Dinner at the

New Mary Jane Restaurant

f •» 17.
iff

••THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

Cleaning and Steam Pressing

4

CORNER COLLEGE AVENUE A N D SIXTH STREET

- ••

$10.95

French Cloak Store

PHoet 2445 • We C a l For end Deliver
HOLLAND

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

SAMPLE BUNDLE: 8 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts, 1
pajama, 3 pair socks, 6 handkerchiefs, 8 soft collars, 8
towels, 8 wash cloths. Avenge weight, four pounds—40c
NOTE 1: This is probably less than the parcel pott
charge for sending home and return.
NOTE II: Yon mar have any or all of the shirts in this
bundle finished at 11 cents each.

MODEL L A U N D R Y , I n c .
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND

PHONE 3ttS

